Analyst and Summer Internship Programs

Alternative Investing Since 1971

Chicago | New York | Los Angeles | London | Tokyo | Hong Kong | Seoul
gcmgrosvenor.com
A SOPHISTICATED INVESTMENT FIRM WITH A DOWN-TO EARTH-CULTURE

We are an industry leader
We manage over $55 billion in client assets across hedge fund, private equity, real estate, infrastructure and multi-asset class strategies.

We are global
We are headquartered in Chicago, with offices in New York, Los Angeles, London, Tokyo, Seoul and Hong Kong.

We are partners
Our diverse client base includes some of the world’s largest pension funds, corporations, banks, sovereign wealth entities, charitable organizations and endowments.

We are industry pioneers
We launched our first portfolio of hedge funds in 1971.

GCM Grosvenor is one of the world’s largest independent alternative asset management firms
We offer an advanced and challenging work environment commensurate with our size and institutional client base. Yet, with around 500 employees, the firm also offers the advantages of a boutique investment management firm. We offer a unique and attractive work environment that fosters learning and professional development.

Competitive employee benefits
+ Generous medical, dental and vision benefits
+ Monthly wellness subsidy program
+ Paid time off, paid volunteer day and paid parental leave
+ Training and tuition reimbursement
+ Pretax transportation benefits
+ Employer-matched 401(k) plan

“I liked the collaborative and open-door culture at the firm. If I had any questions, I felt encouraged to walk over to someone’s desk to ask. It was a very personal experience.”
- 2018 Intern

BEST TALENT, BEST SCHOOLS

Members of our recent Analyst class and Intern class attended:
- Emory University
- Harvard College
- Indiana University
- Iowa State University
- Louisiana Tech University
- Loyola University
- Mercer University
- New York University
- Northwestern University
- Texas Christian University
- University of Alabama
- University of Chicago
- University of Illinois
- University of Michigan
- University of Notre Dame
- University of Pennsylvania
- Villanova University
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OPPORTUNITIES AT GCM GROSVENOR

The Summer Internship Program for college students

Our Summer Internship Program is typically 10 weeks long and targets rising seniors. Interns benefit from:

+ Meaningful work that serves as a realistic preview of the full-time Analyst Program
+ Senior management exposure through “Lunch and Learn” series
+ Exposure to departments across the firm through overviews
+ Pairing with an Analyst or Associate who serves as a coach and mentor
+ Networking events with Interns, Analysts, and senior staff

Join Us

We hire for the following departments:

**Investments**
- Hedge Fund Strategies
  - Research
  - Risk Management
  - Portfolio Management
- Private Equity - New York
- Infrastructure - New York
- Real Estate - New York

**Finance**
- Fund Accounting
- Investor Operations
- Treasury

**Marketing**

**Technology**
- Infrastructure
- Software Development

**Human Resources**

All opportunities are located in our Chicago headquarters, unless otherwise noted.

“I enjoyed the level of responsibility and respect that I was given as an Intern. From creating actual deliverables for clients to sitting next to C-Level executives in meetings, I felt like I got a very realistic view of what life would be like as an Analyst.”

- 2018 Intern
**Community**

Our commitment to the community is an essential part of who we are. Employee engagement by the numbers:

- **2,500+** Volunteer hours at GCM Grosvenor sponsored events in the past 12 months
- **8,000+** hours volunteered at events outside of GCM Grosvenor annually
- **130+** board and associate board seats
- **250+** organizations received our financial donations in 2018

We also provide employees with one day of paid time off per calendar year to volunteer, independent of GCM Grosvenor-sponsored volunteer events.

“The (Chicago) serve-a-thon was my favorite part of the summer. That was the first chance I had to see the collection of friendships and unity that define Grosvenor’s culture, and it helped me realize the Firm’s role outside of the investing world.”

– 2018 Intern

---

**CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP**

---

**DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION**

Fostering a community of diversity and inclusion is one of our core values and part of our overall business strategy, as evidenced by the fact that over half of our workforce is comprised of women and/or ethnically diverse employees. This commitment comes from the highest levels of senior management at GCM Grosvenor.

To champion and support this mission, the firm founded employee resource groups:

- **+ WINGS:** Women’s Inspirational Networking Group inspires women to achieve their fullest potential in all areas of their lives.
- **+ GCM Grosvenor Pride** strives to create a positive and collaborative workplace by promoting the equality, acceptance and inclusion of all team members, regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity.
- **+ GCM Connect** provides employees with access to a wide range of people and experiences to foster connections, learning, and development in a cohort-based mentorship program.

To learn more about GCM Grosvenor’s Diversity and Inclusion efforts visit gcmgrosvenor.com/diversity-inclusion/

---

**Email:** campuscareers@gcmlp.com

**Website:** gcmgrosvenor.com/campus-recruiting

**Linkedin:** linkedin.com/company/gcmgrosvenor

**Analyst and Intern Program locations:**

- **Chicago**
  - 900 North Michigan Avenue
  - Chicago, Illinois 60611

- **New York**
  - 767 Fifth Avenue
  - New York, New York 10153